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Strategic Acquisition of Leading Australian Based Firm, BCA Logic, Expands
Jensen Hughes’ Global Market Leadership via Strengthening its Ability to
Service Clients in Australia
BALTIMORE, September, 2021 – Jensen Hughes, a global leader in safety, security and riskbased engineering and consulting, announced today its acquisition of BCA Logic (“BCAL”).
The market leader in bca, fire protection engineering, and access in Australia, BCAL
specializes in building code compliance, risk assessment, fire engineering, access and
performance-based design in complex commercial, industrial, infrastructure, transportation
and tunnel projects.
“BCAL owners and directors Allan Harriman, Stuart Boyce and their team have built an
impressive business focused on providing high-quality building consulting services. We are
honoured to have the Australian specialists join us in supporting our clients’ fire and life
safety requirements wherever they operate in the world with integrated, end-to-end
solutions,” says Raj Arora, CEO, Jensen Hughes.
BCAL is the most recent strategic acquisition by Jensen Hughes, a portfolio company of
Gryphon Investors, that reflects the company’s long-term commitment to deliver its
integrated, end-to-end services to the global market. The acquisition enhances Jensen Hughes’
robust, Asian / Australian fire protection, code compliance and access capabilities. It also
strengthens Jensen Hughes’ ability to help clients in the fire, building and safety industry and
implement global best practices to manage these in a prevention-oriented and cost-effective
manner.
“We are delighted to be joining forces with Jensen Hughes as they are a highly complementary
and leading engineering and consulting business with deep channel penetration, broad
market exposure and a growing global footprint. Importantly, BCAL is the first acquisition
for Jensen Hughes in Australia. We are especially excited to be joining Jensen Hughes as we
see the opportunity to accelerate our growth at a much faster rate than if we were ‘going it
alone’. We see our business growing through expanded service channels, broadened end
markets, and selling consulting services across a combined larger customer base”, says Allan
Harriman and Stuart Boyce, Directors, BCA Logic.
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BCA Logic, an Australian-based building consulting firm for bca, fire engineering and access,
has been acquired by leading US firm Jensen Hughes LLC.
“BCAL owners and directors Allan Harriman, Stuart Boyce and their team have built an
impressive business focused on providing high-quality building consulting services. We are
honoured to have the Australian specialists join us in supporting our clients’ fire and life
safety requirements wherever they operate in the world with integrated, end-to-end
solutions,” says Raj Arora, CEO, Jensen Hughes.
BCAL is the most recent strategic acquisition by Jensen Hughes, a portfolio company of
Gryphon Investors, that reflects the company’s long-term commitment to deliver its
integrated, end-to-end services to the global market. The acquisition enhances Jensen Hughes’
robust, Asian / Australian fire protection, code compliance and access capabilities. It also
strengthens Jensen Hughes’ ability to help clients in the fire, building and safety industry and
implement global best practices to manage these in a prevention-oriented and cost-effective
manner.
“We are delighted to be joining forces with Jensen Hughes as they are a highly complementary
and leading engineering and consulting business with deep channel penetration, broad
market exposure and a growing global footprint. Importantly, BCAL is the first acquisition
for Jensen Hughes in Australia. We are especially excited to be joining Jensen Hughes as we
see the opportunity to accelerate our growth at a much faster rate than if we were ‘going it
alone’. We see our business growing through expanded service channels, broadened end
markets, and selling consulting services across a combined larger customer base”, says Allan
Harriman and Stuart Boyce, Directors, BCA Logic.
Under the deal BCA Logic’s existing shareholders will join the larger Jensen Hughes group.
PwC, Alliant, Mercer and Hamilton Locke Lawyers advised Jensen Hughes, while Quest
Accountants, Landers & Rogers Lawyers and Mergers & Acquisitions advised BCA Logic.

